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Abstract 
Oral history is about oral sources of witnesses and commentors on historical events. Speech technology is an important 
instrument to process such recordings in order to obtain transcription and further enhancements to structure the oral account 
In this contribution we address the transcription portal and the webservices associated with speech processing at BAS, 
speech solutions developed at LINDAT, how to do it yourself with Whisper, remaining challenges, and future developments. 
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1. Introduction 

Oral history testimonies rely first of all on the audio 
and/or video capture of the recorded material, 
typically in the form of interviews. Here, the first 
challenge is converting the audio signal into a 
readable text adequately reflecting the spoken word. 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has been 
employed since around three decades to obtain initial 
transcriptions of oral history interviews. The output 
text typically calls for extensive manual correction 
often equalling or exceeding (!) an effort equivalent to 
starting with manual transcription from scratch (Gref, 
2022), especially if recordings are characterized by 
overlapping and/or dialectal speakers, background 
noises or mediocre recording quality.  
 
The impressive performance of large AI-based 
speech models, especially their robustness to noise, 
the large range of supported languages, and the 
option to adapt them to additional languages with 
relatively little extra training, is these days greatly 
facilitating the generation of adequate transcripts in 
research areas such as oral history where spoken 
language is a major source of information. 
 
However, depending on the researcher’s needs there 
remain (other) challenges such as appropriate 
speaker attribution, output of more fine-grained 
speech events such as hesitation sounds (uh), 
stutters, word truncations, etc.  
 
We have a longstanding track record in speech 
technological support for oral history research (see 
also Scagliola et al., 2020) in CLARIN ERIC1 where 
we have initiated a resource family page for oral 
history corpora2 and a transcription portal for oral 
history recordings3 and speech processing facilities at 
LINDAT4 (the Czech node of CLARIN ERIC). In this 
contribution we will address a number of speech 
technology tools and solutions in these contexts, 
remaining challenges and future developments. 

 
1 https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-nutshell  
2 https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families/oral-history-
corpora  

 
More specifically, we will address the transcription 
portal and the webservices associated with speech 
processing at BAS (section 2), speech solutions and 
beyond developed at LINDAT (section 3), do it 
yourself with Whisper (section 4), remaining 
challenges (section 5) and future developments 
(section 6). 
 

2. Webservices at BAS 

The Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals (BAS) 
provides a large number of multilingual speech 
processing web services for academic users:  

https://clarin.phonetik.uni-
muenchen.de/BASWebServices/interface  

The services support 40+ languages, plus a 
language-independent mode based on phonemic 
transcripts. The list of available languages is 
accessible via drop down menus on the web page.  

The following services may be of particular interest to 
Oral History scholars. They can be used without 
authentication.  

• ChannelSeparator separates the individual 
channels of a stereo recording and retains in each 
channel only the voice of the dominant speaker. 

• G2P (Grapheme to phoneme) converts an 
orthographic text to its phonemic representation. 
The service allows a customized specification of 
pronunciation rules for vernacular language, 
dialects, and common coarticulation phenomena 
(e. g. ‘haben wir’ (we have) → /hamva/ or /hama/ 
in German). These rules improve the 
performance of automatic word alignment. 

• MAUS (Munich automatic segmentation) aligns 
an orthographic transcript in one of the available 
languages and regional variants) with the audio 
signal. The performance of MAUS depends on 

3 https://speechandtech.eu/transcription-portal  
4 See https://lindat.cz/en/services  
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the language, the audio quality and the number of 
speakers; for German monologue recordings, it 
reaches 95% of the performance of human 
transcribers (Kipp et al. 1997). 

• Octra is a graphical editor for orthographic 
transcription (Draxler & Pömp, 2022). It provides 
different views of the signal and the associated 
transcript, supports many input and output 
formats, and may split a recording into fragments 
to focus on relevant parts and/or distribute the 
workload. See further below for more details. 

• Anonymizer automatically replaces the signal 
fragment corresponding to a given text by a beep, 
so that private information is effectively removed 
from both the recording and the transcript. 

Automatic speech recognition is another web service. 
In contrast to the other services, it requires 
authentication as a member of academia, e.g. via the 
credentials necessary to login to a recognized 
academic institution (as recognized by CLARIN). The 

actual speech recognition is performed by external 
third-party providers, both academic and commercial, 
and thus may not be available if the privacy guidelines 
for a given recording or project do not allow data 
exchange with such providers. 

Each service comes with a number of obligatory and 
optional parameters, e.g. the supported languages or 
file types, or output encodings and alphabets. and 
each service requires up- and downloading of data.  

To reduce the number of file uploads and downloads, 
preconfigured service pipelines are available. This 
enables non-technical users to perform complex 
speech processing tasks without having to worry 
about low-level details. For example, the pipeline 
G2P→Chunker→MAUS→Anonymizer takes as input 
pairs of long audio files with an orthographic transcript 
plus a stop list of words, and returns a time-aligned 
transcript with the words from the stop list masked by 
a beep in the signal and a special symbol in the 

Figure 1: Selection of ASR language and processing steps in the transcription portal 

Figure 2: Multi-line preview of audio file and transcript in the Octra editor within the Transcription Portal 
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transcript. This pipeline works in any of the languages 
supported by G2P or MAUS.  

If the user has specified an email address, a link to 
download the results will be sent once processing is 
done – ideal for overnight processing. 

Finally, all services feature help pages, and they may 
be used via REST calls from scripts and application 
programs. In fact, transcription editors such as ELAN 
(Wittenburg et al. 2006), EXMARaLDA (Schmidt & 
Wörner, 2014), or Octra access BAS web services in 
the background. 

Transcription portal 

The transcription portal was designed as a zero-
configuration service for transcribing oral history 
recordings. Audio files are entered into the portal via 
drag & drop on the graphical user interface, The user 
then selects the language and which processing steps 
to apply (automatic speech recognition, manual 
correction, word alignment, export). See Figure 1.  

The portal displays the status of every file in the 
workflow, and automatically calls all necessary 
services and tools in the workflow. See Figure 2.  

At each step, the current state of the file can be 
examined and downloaded. 

For subsequent in-depth analysis, the transcription 
portal supports exporting the transcript in a number of 
common formats, e.g. ELAN eaf, Praat TextGrid, or 
tabular or plain text for statistical and linguistic 
analysis. 

Currently, the transcription portal relies on external 
service providers for the automatic speech 
recognition. In the ATRIUM project, AI-based speech 
recognition will be integrated into the portal. This will 
not only eliminate the need to access third party 
providers, but also increase the number of languages 
that can be accessed.  

Octra Backend 

Oral History recordings generally contain private 
information and thus strict requirements on data 
protection must be met. Octra Backend is a software 
for the management of transcription projects. It was 
designed with privacy as one of its key features. Octra 
backend operates in three scenarios: 

a) in closed local area networks  

b) in the intranet of a workgroup, a company or an 

institution, or  

c) globally via the internet.  

In all scenarios, only registered users may access 
data, and access is regulated by roles in a project. In 
scenario a), access is restricted to known machines 
in the local network, while in scenarios b) and c) 

 
5 
https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/about/projects/
atrium/  

privacy is ensured by encrypted communication. 
Audio and transcription data is managed by Octra 
Backend in its own protected file space, with file 
names hidden from outside viewers. 

In Octra Backend, project administrators define tasks, 
e.g. manual correction of transcripts generated by 
ASR, or creating transcripts from scratch, and can 
assign these tasks to specific transcribers. 
Transcriptions are performed via Octra in the browser, 
and there is no need to open or save files, increasing 
process efficiency and reducing error-prone manual 
interactions. 

The ATRIUM-project5 starting in 2024 is an EU-
funded infrastructure project targeted at 
archaeologists, with a section devoted to processing 
spoken language, namely for transcribing Oral History 
interviews. This task will focus on improving the user 
experience and the transcription performance, both in 
terms of quality and efficiency, of the existing 
transcription portal developed and maintained by 
BAS. 
 

3. LINDAT for Oral Historians 

The web-based ASR engine named UWebASR6 has 
been deployed as a service within the 
LINDAT/CLARIAH-CZ portal in 2018. In order to be 
able to access this service – and other services that 
are available in the portal – the user has to 
authenticate herself/himself as a member of 
academia (in the same manner as for the use of BAS 
services mentioned above). The aim is to always 
provide the best possible ASR performance – we 
have therefore switched the underlying technology to 
state-of-the-art wav2vec models (Baevski, 2020) 
recently. The service is provided for recordings in 
English, Czech, Slovak and German. All the 
language-specific models are built from pre-trained 
models using an innovative 2-phase fine-tuning 
depicted in Figure 3 – the models are first fine-tuned 
to a target language in general and then to the specific 
domain, in our case the oral history interviews.  
 

Figure 3: The scheme of 2-phase fine-tuning 
 
 
The fine-tuning procedure was the same for all the 
languages, one of the key differences is in the choice 
of pre-trained model. For English, the model from 
Meta AI (wav2vec2-base) was used. For Czech and 
German, we have pre-trained our own model from 
scratch. The Czech model named ClTRUS7 was then 

6 https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/uwebasr/ 
7 https://huggingface.co/fav-kky/wav2vec2-base-cs-
80k-ClTRUS 
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re-used also as the base model for Slovak as this 
language is very similar to Czech.  
 
Further details about the model training, including the 
description of the data used for fine-tuning, can be 
found in (Lehečka, 2023a) for English, Czech and 
German models and in (Lehečka, 2023b) for Slovak 
model. 
Since the output from wav2vec models is a lower-
cased, time-aligned continuous stream of words, 
further post-processing is needed in order to provide 
a high-quality human-readable text; this includes 
mainly case restoration, segmentation into sentences 
and adding of appropriate punctuation. All those post-
processing steps are performed automatically, again 
using the latest NLP techniques employing the 
Transformer architecture – see (Švec, 2021) for 
details.The UWebASR service uses a simple HTTP 
API interface - the input data can be passed directly 
within the HTTP request or as a link to a file in the 
form of a URL. Live audio stream recognition from a 
given URL is supported as well. The output format 
includes plain text, machine-readable XML and JSON 
formats, and the WebVTT format for web captions. 
Recognition results (except TRS format) are 
streamed continuously. 

While automatically generated transcripts and 
subtitles assist researchers in locating relevant 
interviews, they fall short in facilitating a 
comprehensive understanding of the entire testimony, 
whether through speech or text. Our innovative 
approach, again leveraging Transformer-based 
neural networks, seeks to bridge this gap. It not only 
aids in clearer navigation through lengthy testimonies 
but also transforms the listening experience from 
passive to interactive. By generating contextually 
relevant questions, our system enriches the interview 
monologues, allowing listeners to better orient 
themselves within the narrative and identify key 
segments of interest. These questions are designed 
to enhance understanding without altering the original 
meaning of the testimony, thereby maintaining the 
integrity of the historical record. Additionally, this 
method empowers users to engage more deeply with 
the material by posing their own inquiries, fostering a 
dynamic exploration of the rich narratives contained 
within the archives (Švec et al., 2024). This 
functionality is currently available outside of the 
LINDAT/CLARIAH-CZ portal in the test mode and will 
be integrated to the portal in the near future. 

4. Do it yourself with Whisper 

 
In Autumn 2022 OpenAI delivered Whisper8 (Radford 
et al., 2022): an open source ASR toolkit that can 
handle about 100 different languages. OpenAI 
became famous with Chat GPT which was delivered 
a couple of months later and the enclosed LLM, but it 
also delivered a very good ASR engine that can be 

 
8 https://openai.com/research/Whisper  
9 https://cdn.openai.com/papers/whisper.pdf  
10 https://github.com/m-bain/WhisperX  

used in a (inter)national cloud environment (for 
example at a faculty), a local environment or at your 
local computer at home. The recognition velocity 
depends on the hardware used, but the recognition 
results are the same.  

In the Netherlands, a first version of Whisper was 
tested by the end of 2022. We started to use it and 
made our colleagues in various ASR-projects 
enthusiastic. Whisper and its derivates, are basically 
a set of python instructions which can be installed on 
Windows, Linux, and Mac computers. Moreover, with 
a GPU in your computer, Whisper performs the 
recognition up to 10x faster. 

OpenAI in the meantime, updated the environment 
and delivered in February 2023 a large model V2 (and 
some weeks later model V3) that increased the 
recognition results for most languages. Our 
impression is that V3 suffers more from 
hallucinations, which is confirmed by colleagues. For 
now, we therefore continue to use V2 as the "best" 
model. 

The benefit of using Whisper is the open source 
character (more later) and the use of a powerful 
audio-conditional language model9 (ACLM, Radford 
et al.).  

When using Kaldi (Povey et al, 2011), we always had 
the problem that relatively unknown names or terms 
were not recognized. With Whisper, this is no longer 
an obstacle, because it uses an ACLM that “knows” 
these names and terms. Another advantage is that, 
unlike Kaldi, the recognized text includes punctuation, 
and capitalized words which greatly improves 
readability. 

However, it should be noted that this applies to those 
languages that are "well" recognised, where the 
recordings are of good quality, people speak in a 
"standard" manner (no dialect) and contain no or little 
noise or background noise. If these conditions are 
less fulfilled, then, of course, the quality of 
transcriptions will also decrease. Yet Whisper 
surprises by often still offering a very usable result 
even in "worse" recordings. 

Finally, the open-source character has the great 
advantage that not only OpenAI but also anyone with 
an eye for detail can use it to make it faster, better and 
richer. From February 2023, initiatives like 
WhisperX10, Fast-Whisper11, and others started 
working on improving Whisper's recognition 
procedure and making it more accessible. 

For example, in February 2023, Jordi Bruin came up 
with MacWhisper12, a very useful MacOS app using 
CPP conversion13 of the original code. MacWhisper is 
an ideal tool for quickly creating a textual transcription 
(with or without timecode). 

11 https://github.com/SYSTRAN/faster-Whisper  
12 https://goodsnooze.gumroad.com/l/macWhisper  
13 https://github.com/ggerganov/Whisper.cpp  
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In October 2023 aTrain14, a Windows-based version 
of Whisper, was delivered by the University of Gräz15. 
It is a fast and improved version of what was possible 
with Whisper (see Haberl et al., 2024).  

Some "disadvantages" of Whisper are e.g. the not 
very accurate time estimation (when exactly was 
which word said) and the absence of speaker 
diarization. In the summer of 2023, Fast-Whisper 
already came with an even greater acceleration and 
in the autumn of 2023, WhisperX came with better 
time estimation and initial diarization. Since January 
2024 diarization seems to be “a solved issue”.  

SURF in the Netherlands16 had taken the initiative to 
establish Whisper as a service so that anyone with a 
SURF account could use it. Since a substantial 
number of researchers work with “sensitive” material, 
many research groups have set up a Whisper 
installation in their own secure network. 

Google is working hard on updating an even better 
language model (Chirp, Universal Speech Model17) 
that will be able to handle 1000 different languages, 
and so did Meta with SeamlessM4T18, but for now 
Whisper and its derivative versions, is the best 
candidate for a very good, fast and relatively easy 
ASR engine. 

5. Remaining challenges 

As remarked, transformer based speech models 
perform exceptionally better than the classical 
modular speech architectures such as Kaldi. This is 
especially true if a clean orthographic transcription 
with appropriate punctuation is the target of the 
speech to text conversion, which is the case for many 
research purposes. However, notably for linguistic 
research, more detailed output may be relevant. 
Which may require more than just this. Interviews are 
a relevant source e.g. for discourse analysis where 
pause durations and disfluencies play a paramount 
role in various methodological approaches See e.g. 
Van den Heuvel and Oostdijk, 2016). However, it are 
these phenomena that typically remain under the 
radar in standard ASR output (Lopez, Liesenfeld & 
Dingemanse, 2022). Disfluencies in spontaneous 
speech include repetitions (e.g. the the), corrections 
(e.g. Show me the flights … the early flights), restarts 
(e.g. There’s a … Let’s go), filled pauses (e.g. um and 
uh), and truncations resulting in partial words (e.g. 
wou- and oper-) (Lou & Johnson, 2020). The efforts in 
creating the transformed based large speech models 
are typically directed towards suppressing these 
phenomena in the text output they generate. 
Nonetheless, lately, there has been a growing interest 
in the advancement of technology that can decode 
speech while considering disfluencies. This 
technology is aimed at studying interruptions and 
corrections in communication settings. It has found 
various applications in the medical field, such as 

 
14 
https://apps.microsoft.com/detail/9n15q44szns2?hl=
en-US&gl=US  
15 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jbef.2024.100891 

identifying early signs of cognitive decline (Claza et 
al., 2021, stuttering (Mitra et al, 2021), and detecting 
disfluencies through diagnostic tasks (Rohanian et 
al., 2021). Researchers are employing a combination 
of traditional AM/LM architectures and newer end-to-
end models utilizing bidirectional LSTMs working in 
offline (non real-time) mode. These models 
incorporate features like word probabilities, 
confidence scores, prosodic features, pause duration 
statistics, and a range of acoustic features including 
fluency and speaking rate, which are now becoming 
standard in this area of research (Huang et al., 2018). 
  
Another challenge is speaker diarisation which 
attributes the text output to resp. the interviewer and 
the interviewee(s). See for a review Park et al, (2022). 
Whisper-X is providing speaker diarisation in its 
output (Bain et al. 2023) as mentioned, but its 
performance needs to be explored and improved.  
 

6. Conclusion 

 
In this contribution we sketched a number of initiatives 
and toolkit approaches to improve automatic speech 
recognition for oral history interviews whilst offering 
these in a safe, well protected data shield minimizing 
dataleaks. We address the transcription portal and the 
webservices associated with speech processing at 
BAS, speech solutions developed at LINDAT, how to 
do it yourself with Whisper, but also mentioned a 
number of remaining challenges. 
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